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SPACE AND HUMAN EXPECTATIONS

Abstract

“There is nothing but everything is from there “ - this is what we have believed since first human
being .

This statement had leaded us to all discoveries in all sphere of since . As we see the same statement
follows us in our believes even present life. First human being had believed that any success and disasters
comes from space . The real proof of these points were placed in historical writings, drawings and other
sources. Space is playing main role in any sphere in society. I think there is not such field which that we
can approach without considering space . The expression of Albert Einstein “The mindset is not able to
solve problem if the problem was created by same mindset “is being assured day by day. Present days
main world organizations accept that new and future discovers in space will be solutions for all problems
that we have made during the history. At this point let’s turn back to history and pay attention on religion
which has been leading community till today. We can not understand the society without understanding
their belief. Starting with Sumers, Akkads, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans , ending present 21 century Space
modern communities the religion has been part of our lives. So what we see in religions is first human
being was sent to Earth. It means we are children of Space. Even though the all science fields have been
explored and reached maximum borders in present days but it is still not able to wipe out primary beliefs
from our lives. What we have to understand at this point is – Still we have not enough information about
space. Once we don’t have enough information about space, the space will be part of our daily life. In
another hand the space is real reason that we are alive. The reason I came to this point is Earth’s being
a part of Space, without body the pieces are dead. I remember the famous phrase from ancient history –
“All roads cross each other in Rome “. It was told like that because the Rome was developed city in all
aspects in ancient world and everyone had believed that he can find perfect life in Rome. At this point I
would like to express my thoughts : -“The sources of all successes cross each other in Space “.
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